
242 have been producing images that abstract and summarize the human relationships that consciously 

or unconsciously shape their social universe. The ability to transform objects and people into meaningful 

spiritual and mental sources is a seductive act. In a playfully perverse mode, they dictated control over 

their world, and verified the irony underlying our everyday lives. 242 have been able to smirk meaningfully 

at the complex nature of human interaction; through a series of images of the self (Publish Me 2005, Das 

Party 2006), a museum-like set up of portraiture (Threesomes 2008), a sculptural built ideal new world 

(Espace Blanc 2011) and a charitable performance-like interactive action (Social Ride 2012).

Within the above general concept 242 propose an installation entitled “ΛΑΙΚ ΟΡΦΑΝΣ” (LIKE ORPHANS). 

Having in mind all the semiological meanings 242 invent words, which come from existing unused signs 

and other various 3D letters with light. 

This new installation includes three autonomous works which all have a common concept, a word twister 

which illustrates the daily routine in Cyprus. The live size light sign “ΛΑΙΚ” (LIKE), has been created by a 

prototype outdoor sign of the second largest bank in Cyprus which now is part of the economy’s past. The 

large scale work “ΟΡΦΑΝΣ” (ORPHANS) contains illuminated letters in a order, which used to be part of a 

basic signage from a chain of supermarkets in Cyprus, which went bankrupted. The third work “καλ(κ)ώς 

ήλθατε” (welcome/not) also comes from the same establishment.

As orphans through the concepts of consumerism, greed and megalomania; concepts, which can then 

be extended into a sociological study towards identity and belonging, we bluntly “like” and we coldly 

“welcome/not”, accepting the new de facto situation of our daily lives.

242 loyal to their visual vocabulary, through this installation, suggest a new query. The latest development 

in Cyprus society as result of the financial crisis, offer new questionings. Is the financial crisis the “New 

Cyprus Problem”? Are the words “occupied land” and “refugees” going to be replaced by the words 

“divestments” and “unemployment”?

SHORT BIO

The TWO|FOUR|TWO art group embarked on a voyage of collaboration under the umbrella of the group. 

Deriving from different backgrounds; a visual artist and an architect - both parts explore their common 

experience to produce a visual base on which they can communicate, between themselves and with 

the viewers. The TWO|FOUR|TWO art group was formed on 21 August 1996 in Nicosia, Cyprus by Costas 

Mantzalos and Constantinos Kounnis. Since 1996 the TWO|FOUR|TWO art group has exhibited in Athens, 

Amsterdam, Dortmund, Erlangen, Melbourne, Nicosia, and participated in various exhibitions and events 

in Athens, Berlin, Frankfurt, Naples, New Delhi, Paris and Thessaloniki.
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“ΛΑΙΚ” INSTALLATION VIEW, 150x60x50 CM, METAL+PAINTED ALUMINIUM+ACRYLIC+FLUORESCENT LIGHT



“ΟΡΦΑΝΣ” INSTALLATION VIEW, 100x900x20 CM, PAINTED METAL+ACRYLIC+LED LIGHT


